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"The History of Mary Prince", a life narrative written by Mary Prince, is the first account
published in Great Britain of a black woman's life; at a time when anti-slavery agitation was
growing, her first-person account touched many people. As a personal account, the book
contributed to the debate in a manner different from reasoned analysis or statistical arguments.
Its tone was direct and authentic, and its simple but vivid prose contrasted with the more
labored literary style of the day. Contents: The History of Mary Prince, a West Indian Slave
Supplement to the History of Mary Prince Narrative of Louis ASA-ASA
This groundbreaking text offers a fresh perspective on how to implement children's literature
into and across the curriculum in ways that are both effective and purposeful. Honed over
years of experience and reflection in classroom settings and rich with real examples of
teachers implementing critical pedagogy, it invites multiple ways of engaging with literature that
extend beyond the genre and elements approach and also addresses potential problems or
issues that teachers may confront. The book is structured around three 'mantras' that build on
each other: Enjoy; Dig deeper; Take action. The practical strategies for taking a critical
approach focus on issues that impact children's lives, building from students' personal
experiences and cultural knowledge to using language to question the everyday world, analyze
popular culture and media, understand how power relationships are socially constructed, and
consider actions that can be taken to promote social justice. This book teems with pedagogical
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purpose. It is smart, principled, and useful. Its freshness and currency will resonate with
readers and inspire their teaching. A Companion Website (www.routledge.com/cw/leland)
enriches and extends the text.
Something Cruel by Ashan Dias Four freshmen are ready for their first semester at Wheaton
College. But before Aidan, Sarah, James, and Gianna can get settled in, a former student is
murdered on campus — and Sarah was the last person to see her alive. The murder is just one
of several committed against recent Wheaton students, leaving many to wonder if a serial killer
is on the loose or if something more supernatural and sinister is at work. As the mystery begins
to unravel, more and more secrets begin to come out — but will it be too late? Author Ashan
Dias brings his years of work in paranormal studies together with a lifetime of writing to tell a
dark, suspenseful tale that will have readers wondering what could possibly happen next.
Sarah Morgan spells big trouble for Jon Burns even before they meet. In a dream, the
wayward slacker hears her crying out. In visions, he’s confronted by a demonic image from
her extreme paintings. When the two twenty-somethings meet at a Michigan college, it gets
worse. Sarah, a prolific artist, is beyond gorgeous, but wild and maddeningly aloof. Ignoring the
omens, Jon enters the fray and wins the brassy siren (sort of), only to discover the secret past
that has left her damaged. As the darkness in Sarah rises up, she becomes unpredictable.
Aaron, an analyst, studies Sarah’s art and warns Jon of her precarious balance. Jon’s own
grip starts slipping and his life gets bizarre—more than usual, that is. But the lovers are linked in
spite of themselves, and they battle through Sarah’s ordeal until a great test is forced upon
them. Witty and darkly comic, May I Walk You Home, Sarah Morgan? tells of two lost souls,
locked in different struggles, but mysteriously thrown together to face hard lessons of life and
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love. A well plotted, character driven human drama that explores the taboos of today’s
dysfunctional society with Frank’s unique sense of dark humor. You will laugh, you will cry, but
most of all you will root for these two to prove that love does conquer all. A must read for all,
young and old, who have struggled with the meaning of love in their lives.— Terri Valentine
When Lily Jacobs was born, she inherited Fazire – a genie. Her family had three wishes and
they’d only ever used one so Fazire was stuck in the human world. This worked since he’d
become a member of the family anyway. Even with a genie, Lily's young life wasn’t perfect. To
escape the kids making her miserable at school, Lily buried herself in romance novels. One
day, when the teasing was just too much, she used one of her wishes. She told Fazire she
wanted to find a man like in her books and she made the most complicated wish Fazire had
ever heard. Her wished-for man had to be impossibly handsome, virile, fierce, rugged and
ruthless (amongst a dozen other things). He also had to think she was beautiful and he had to
love her more than anything in the world. Nathaniel McAllister wasn’t born to a life where there
were such things as genies granting wishes. His life was filled with drugs, crime and neglect.
He was running errands for a gangster before he was in his teens and, even though life and
hard work led him to wealth and respectability, he always knew, deep down, he was dirty.
When Nate met Lily he knew he was no good for her but as virile, fierce, rugged and ruthless
as he was, Nate was no match for the pull of sweet, innocent Lily. Unfortunately, Lily’s wish
included that she and her hero go through trials and tribulations to test their love. And Fazire
wasn’t only a good genie, he loved Lily – so he gave her exactly what she wanted.
(15 stories featuring vampires, werewolves, witches, psychic detectives, time travel romance
and more!) Crush by Chrissy Peebles Rae of Hope by W.J. May Eternal Vows by Chrissy
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Peebles Seventh Mark by W.J. May Kindred by Erica Stevens Awakened by Brenda K. Davies
Tuesday’s Child by Dale Mayer Blur by Kristen Middleton The Core by Kate Thomas
Enchanted Secrets by Kristen Middleton Captured by Erica Stevens Vampire in Denial by Dale
Mayer Plus 3 BONUS books Ravenous by Erica Stevens The Zombie Chronicles by Chrissy
Peebles Zombie Games (Origins) by Kristen Middleton As a courtesy, the authors inform you
there are some stories with cliffhangers. These are the first books or prequels to individual
series. Some stories have been previously published. 15 thrilling stories in one volume These
works of fiction are from some of today's most exciting authors. A star-studded anthology of
thrilling, action-packed and totally swoon-worthy first books by your favorite young adult
authors. We hope you enjoy these tales of dark fantasy, gothic tales, horror, fantasy adventure,
science fiction, paranormal romance, and urban fantasy. Keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal
elements, gothic, paranormal, vampire, quick read, serial, romance, romance, teen, young
adult, vampire love story, vampires, young adult reads, contemporary crushes, werewolves,
witches, dark fantasy, supernatural, alpha wolf, alpha Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal
Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Vampires, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy
coming of age, dark fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires
and witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College
Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance,
Chrissy Peebles, Crush, The Crush Saga, supernatural, romance, mystery, superpowers,
paranormal, series, Young Adult, fantasy. superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal
romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New
Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, supernatural, romance, mystery, superpowers,
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paranormal, series, fantasy, horror romance, horror, coming of age vampires, vampire series,
supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic engineering, science fiction, mash ups,
vampires, romance, werewolf, fantasy, horror, mystery, new adult & college romance, occult,
urban, young adult fantasy, paranormal, paranormal romance, fantasy witches, shapeshifter
wolf romance, dystopian, superhero fantasy ebooks, demon, werewolf romance, vampires,
vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age fantasy, science fiction, mash ups ,
bad girlfriend , vampire girl , vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance, strong female lead
fantasy, strong female characters, strong female vampire vampire romance, young adult
paranormal, paranormal new, adult romance, werewolf romance, vampires, demons and
devils, shapeshifter wolf romance, horror, new adult fantasy romance, coming of age, new
adult, young adult, gothic, young adults, lycan, vamps, dark fantasy

For centuries their children have been taken from them by something unspeakable and
the residents of James Village have remained strangely apathetic. Now there are
several new residents in town and the little ones are beginning to come back
One Of Britain S Most Interesting And Complex Contemporary Novelists, Graham
Greene Is Eminently Readable And Hugely Topical. A Diverse And Prolific Writer, He
Has Also Written Poetry, Children S Books, Film Scripts, Political Reportage And Travel
Books. Greene S Novels Have Evoked Lively Interest Not Only In Literary And
Academic Circles But Also Gained Popularity With The General Reading Public And
Cinema Audience. In An Attempt To Establish Their Individual Points Of View Critics
Have Examined Greene As A Catholic Writer, A Political Writer, A Comic Spy Thriller
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Writer, But Have Tended To Ignore The Central Aspect Of Greene S Fiction His
Dominant Concern With Human Predicament Which Forms The Nucleus Of His Entire
Vision.Graham Greene: A Study Of His Major Novels Explores The Persistent Strain Of
Humanism La Condition Humanitie The Estate Of Man, That Obtains In All His Novels,
Whether The Ostensible Theme Is Politics Or Withdrawal From Politics, Religion Or
Withdrawal From Religion. The Book Unravels An Inclusive Critical Analysis Of The
Most Significant And Controversial Aspects Of Greene S Fiction And Establishes
Greene As A Significant Proponent Of A New Trend In Literature, A Trend Which
Decidedly Moves In The Direction Of Existentialist Thinking. The Book Establishes
Greene As The Ultimate Twentieth Century Chronicler Of Consciousness And Anxiety ,
Exploring The Doubtfulness Of Modern Man And Ambivalent Normal Or Political Issues
In A Contemporary Setting. It Makes Visible The Private Universe Of Greene The
Universe Of Pity, Of Sin And Salvation, Of The Cult Of The Sanctified Sinner, The
Question Of Commitment And Of The World Of Broken Trust.Graham Greene: A Study
Of His Major Novels Remains A Comprehensive Study Of This Most Widely Read 20Th
Century Novelist Who Never Fails To Engross Our Complete Attention In Each
Successive Novel, Where He Edifies As Well As Entertains. It Will Undoubtedly Prove
Valuable To The Students And Researchers Of English Literature.
This book examines the over 1400 trials of women accused of homicide in London from
1674-1913, using trial records as well as newspaper, pamphlets and other media to
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analyse the changing image of the female killer.
Drawing together leading scholars from both theological and literary backgrounds,
Christian Theology and Tragedy explores the rich variety of conversations between
theology and tragedy. Three main areas are examined: theological readings of a range
of tragic literature, from plays to novels and the Bible itself; how theologians have
explored tragedy theologically; and how theology can interact with various tragic
theories. Encompassing a range of perspectives and topics, this book demonstrates
how theologians can make productive use of the work of tragedians, tragic theorists
and tragic philosophers. Common misconceptions - that tragedy is monolithic, easily
definable, or gives straightforward answers to theodicy - are also addressed.
Interdisciplinary in nature, this book will appeal to both the theological and literary fields.
This unique collection consists of the most influential narratives of former slaves and
the stories of people who have helped them. With their powerful & unflinching stories,
they changed people's convictions and shook the very foundation of slavery: Narrative
of the Life of Frederick Douglass 12 Years a Slave by Solomon Northup The
Underground Railroad The Willie Lynch Letter: The Making of Slave! Confessions of
Nat Turner Narrative of Sojourner Truth Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, by Harriet
Jacobs Harriet: The Moses of Her People History of Mary Prince Running a Thousand
Miles for Freedom, by William and Ellen Craft Thirty Years a Slave: From Bondage to
Freedom, by Louis Hughes Narrative of the Life of J. D. Green, a Runaway Slave Up
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From Slavery by Booker T. Washington Narrative of Olaudah Equiano Behind The
Scenes - 30 Years a Slave & 4 Years in the White House, by Elizabeth Keckley Father
Henson's Story of His Own Life Fifty Years in Chains, by Charles Ball Twenty-Two
Years a Slave and Forty Years a Freeman, by Austin Steward Narrative of the Life of
Henry Bibb Narrative of William W. Brown, a Fugitive Slave Story of Mattie J. Jackson
A Slave Girl's Story, by Kate Drumgoold From the Darkness Cometh the Light, by Lucy
A. Delaney Narrative of the Life of Moses Grandy Narrative of Joanna; An Emancipated
Slave, of Surinam Narrative of the Life of Henry Box Brown, Who Escaped in a 3x2
Feet Box Memoir and Poems of Phillis Wheatley Buried Alive For a Quarter of a
Century - Life of William Walker Pictures of Slavery in Church and State Dying Speech
of Stephen Smith Who Was Executed for Burglary Life of Joseph Mountain Charge of
Aiding and Abetting in the Rescue of a Fugitive Slave Lynch Law in All Its Phases Duty
of Disobedience to the Fugitive Slave Act Captain Canot Pearl Incident: Personal
Memoir of Daniel Drayton History of Abolition of African Slave-Trade History of
American Abolitionism
A young student's excitement at being mentored by a famous bestselling author so
turns to dread when he discovers that dreams really can come true.
Eight stories of terror, suspense, mystery, humor, and surprise : A United States senator and
vice-presidential candidate is forced to choose who in his family will live and who will die; a
newspaper reporter, journalism's answer to Inspector Clouseau, witnesses a murder, but police
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can find no evidence a crime has been committed; two elderly women share an afternoon of
uncertainty and terror; a teenage boy dreams of becoming a star basketball player so he can
win a girl's affection; a writer learns about truth, honor, greed, betrayal, and himself; a young
man follow a famous uncle in time travel to find the beautiful grass-skirted women of 16th
century Hawaii; the world faces environmental calamity after ignoring one man's plea to stop
polluting the skies; and an old man fears dying alone but learns it is not his worst nightmare.
An ideal book for reading groups during Lent. The spiritual life is oftentimes about putting one
foot in front of another, always on the way, never home, until crossing another new threshold.
However, the point of all our walking—whether tedious or joyo
The words came from his mouth, 'Don't say anything about this to your mum. She won't believe
you.'At the age of eleven, a beautiful happy girl found herself thrust into a nightmare of abuse
and violation that ripped her world apart. At the mercy of three men, she endured a four-year
ordeal of sexual exploitation and degradation before eventually finding the strength to say 'no
more'. Confusion and shame made her keep her secret for sixteen years. This is her
remarkable story.Sarah has endured what no child should. Subjected to extreme abuse from a
family 'friend', she turned to her father only to experience the same treatment from him. Utterly
devastated, Sarah even started to wonder if she was somehow to blame for this most
unforgivable of betrayals and was driven to attempted suicide - a life was nearly destroyed by
the selfishness of three deeply troubled and wicked men.A survivor who has somehow found
salvation, Sarah's experiences bear testament to the enduring strength of the human spirit in
the most unthinkable of situations. "Sarah's Story" is a story of how love and courage
eventually enabled an astonishing individual triumph over a childhood stolen by the evil of
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others.This is not just another story of triumph over a difficult past. Sarah's story is as
harrowing and moving as "A Child Called It" and will appeal to a similar audience.
An in-depth yet readable look at the life of Joseph, his family, and God's amazing plan. Loaded
with practical lessons for anyone dealing with challenges, trouble, and unfulfilled dreams.
Spanning three centuries, this collection traces the historical evolution of legends, folktales,
and traditions of four major native American groups from their earliest encounters with
European settlers to the present. The book is based on some 240 folklore texts gathered from
early colonial writings, newspapers, magazines, diaries, local histories, anthropology and
folklore publications, a variety of unpublished manuscript sources, and field research with living
Indians.
A FRESH START Widow Kate Sullivan moved to Cupid's Bow, Texas, to get her teenage son
on the right path. But their new life in the small town gets off to a rocky start when her son is
caught shoplifting by the sheriff. Kate is immediately attracted to Cole Trent, but she's not
ready to fall in love again, and certainly not with another cop. Cole should have known Cupid's
matchmakers would scramble to fix him up with a smart, beautiful woman like Kate. The single
dad has managed to evade their efforts until now, so he and Kate come up with a plan to keep
the matchmakers at bay. Pretending to be a couple was a good idea, until Cole realizes his
feelings are anything but pretend. Can he convince Kate to give their romance a real chance?

When a young English bride and her Spanish companion sail to the West Indies in the
last days of the Regency, the stage is set for tragedy. Two men--a golden-haired
plantation owner and a dark-skinned former slave--will introduce them to forbidden
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passions that will shatter their well-ordered world with the deadly force of a tropical
hurricane. Historical Romance by Beth Andrews; originally published by Robert Hale
[UK]
An offbeat history of the United States journeys beyond the newspaper headlines and
world events to document the impact of individuals long overlooked by textbooks on
American history and discusses fads, hoaxes, scandals, and other lesser-known events
from America's past
A unique perspective on Yeats's and Synge's contributions to the literature of
revolutionary Ireland
This unique collection of "LIVING TO TELL THE HORRID TALES: True Life Stories of
Fomer Slaves, Testimonies, Novels & Historical Documents" has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards. Contents: Memoirs Narrative of Frederick
Douglass 12 Years a Slave The Underground Railroad Up From Slavery Willie Lynch
Letter Confessions of Nat Turner Narrative of Sojourner Truth Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl History of Mary Prince Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom Thirty Years
a Slave Narrative of the Life of J. D. Green The Life of Olaudah Equiano Behind The
Scenes Harriet: The Moses of Her People Father Henson's Story of His Own Life 50
Years in Chains Twenty-Two Years a Slave and Forty Years a Freeman Narrative of
the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb Narrative of William W. Brown, a Fugitive Slave
Story of Mattie J. Jackson A Slave Girl's Story From the Darkness Cometh the Light
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Narrative of the Life of Moses Grandy Narrative of Joanna Narrative of the Life of Henry
Box Brown, Who Escaped in a 3x2 Feet Box Memoir and Poems of Phillis Wheatley
Buried Alive Sketches of the Life of Joseph Mountain Novels Oroonoko Uncle Tom's
Cabin Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Heroic Slave Slavery's Pleasant Homes Our Nig
Clotelle Marrow of Tradition Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man A Fool's Errand
Bricks Without Straw Imperium in Imperio The Hindered Hand Historical Documents
The History of Abolition of African Slave-Trade History of American Abolitionism
Pictures of Slavery in Church and State Life, Last Words and Dying Speech of Stephen
Smith Who Was Executed for Burglary Report on Charge of Aiding and Abetting in the
Rescue of a Fugitive Slave Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases Duty of
Disobedience to the Fugitive Slave Act Emancipation Proclamation (1863) Gettysburg
Address XIII Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (1865) Civil Rights Act of 1866 XIV
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (1868) Reconstruction Acts (1867-1868)...
Vanessa Ochs retells well known stories of Biblical women in terms that will inspire
women today. Beginning with Eve, she adds a reflection on the lesson each story has
to offer, then offers a ritual for each.
Presents a comprehensive biography of Judge Sarah T. Hughes who became the first
woman district judge in Texas history and chronicles her life and impressive career that
included her tireless campaigns against racism, sexism, poverty, and injustice.
Drawing together leading scholars from both theological and literary backgrounds,
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Christian Theology and Tragedy explores the rich variety of conversations between
theology and tragedy. Three main areas are examined: theological readings of a range
of tragic literature, from plays to novels and the Bible itself; how theologians have
explored tragedy theologically; and how theology can interact with various tragic
theories. Encompassing a range of perspectives and topics, this book demonstrates
how theologians can make productive use of the work of tragedians, tragic theorists
and tragic philosophers. Common misconceptions – that tragedy is monolithic, easily
definable, or gives straightforward answers to theodicy – are also addressed.
Interdisciplinary in nature, this book will appeal to both the theological and literary fields.
Sarah's Story - They cruelly stole my childhood. Here is my story of recovery and
triumphKings Road Publishing
13 stories! 480,760 words. All for FREE! The BEWITCHED Box Set: Paranormal stories
including Angels, Succubae, Genies, Supernatural Bounty Hunters, Vampires, Fae, the
Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, An Enchanted Castle in Scotland, Ghosts,
Warrior Maidens, Werewolves, Witches, Magic, Romance, Blood Feuds, Alphas,
Medieval Queens, Celtic Myths, Time Travel, Shapeshifters, Immortals, and More! Look
inside to see blurbs and covers in the intro! The BEWITCHED Box Set: Paranormal
stories including Angels, Succubae, Genies, Supernatural Bounty Hunters, Vampires,
Fae, the Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, An Enchanted Castle in Scotland,
Ghosts, Greek gods, Warrior Maidens, Werewolves, Witches, Magic, Romance, Blood
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Feuds, Alphas, Medieval Queens, Celtic Myths, Time Travel, Shapeshifters, Immortals,
and More! Stories have been previously published. Some stories are novellas and
some are full length. ***All stories are part ones to other series*** As a courtesy, the
authors inform you there are some stories with cliffhangers. These are the first books or
prequels to individual series. Story 1 – Blair by Chrissy Peebles Story 2 – Victoria by
W.J. May Story 3 - Crush by Chrissy Peebles Story 4 – Courage Runs Red by W.J.
May Story 5 – Betrothal – by Mande Matthews Story 6 – BSI – Bureau of Supernatural
Investigation by C.J. Pinard Story 7 – The Light Keepers by Mande Matthews Story 8 –
The Angel She Loved by Irene Kueh Story 9 – Dangerous Designs by Dale Mayer Story
10 – Blood & Wings by J &L Wells Story 11 - Jin In Time Part One - by Karin De Havin
Story 12 – Enchanted Castle by Chrissy Peebles Story 13 – Eternal Vows by Chrissy
Peebles Search Terms: romance, gothic, dark fantasy, free fantasy, paranormal, free
paranormal, paranormal romance, mermaids, ghosts, werewolf, witch, witches,
vampire, vampires Keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal elements, gothic, paranormal,
vampire, quick read, serial, romance, romance, teen, young adult, vampire love story,
vampires, young adult reads, contemporary crushes, werewolves, witches, dark
fantasy, supernatural, alpha wolf, alpha Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal Romance,
Romance, Paranormal, Vampires, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy coming of
age, dark fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and
witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College
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Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College
Romance, Chrissy Peebles, Crush, The Crush Saga, supernatural, romance, mystery,
superpowers, paranormal, series, Young Adult, fantasy. superhero, paranormal fantasy,
paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult
and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, supernatural, romance, mystery,
superpowers, paranormal, series, fantasy, horror romance, horror, coming of age
vampires, vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic
engineering, science fiction, mash ups, vampires, romance, werewolf, fantasy, horror,
mystery, new adult & college romance, occult, urban, young adult fantasy, paranormal,
paranormal romance, fantasy witches, shapeshifter wolf romance, dystopian, superhero
fantasy ebooks, demon, werewolf romance, vampires, vampire series, supernatural,
paranormal, coming of age fantasy, science fiction, mash ups , bad girlfriend , vampire
girl , vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance, strong female lead fantasy, strong
female characters, strong female vampire vampire romance, young adult paranormal,
paranormal new, adult romance, werewolf romance, vampires, demons and devils,
shapeshifter wolf romance, horror, new adult fantasy romance, coming of age, new
adult, young adult, gothic, young adults, lycan, vamps, dark fantasy
In 1743, sitting quietly with pen in hand, Sarah Osborn pondered how to tell the story of
her life, how to make sense of both her spiritual awakening and the sudden destitution
of her family. Remarkably, the memoir she created that year survives today, as do more
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than two thousand additional pages she composed over the following three decades.
Sarah Osborn's World is the first book to mine this remarkable woman’s prolific
personal and spiritual record. Catherine Brekus recovers the largely forgotten story of
Sarah Osborn's life as one of the most charismatic female religious leaders of her time,
while also connecting her captivating story to the rising evangelical movement in
eighteenth-century America. A schoolteacher in Rhode Island, a wife, and a mother,
Sarah Osborn led a remarkable revival in the 1760s that brought hundreds of people,
including many slaves, to her house each week. Her extensive written
record—encompassing issues ranging from the desire to be "born again" to a suspicion
of capitalism—provides a unique vantage point from which to view the emergence of
evangelicalism. Brekus sets Sarah Osborn's experience in the context of her revivalist
era and expands our understanding of the birth of the evangelical movement—a
movement that transformed Protestantism in the decades before the American
Revolution.
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